Abstract. We present several identities involving quasi-minors of noncommutative generic matrices. These identities are specialized to quantum matrices, yielding q-analogues of various classical determinantal formulas.
Introduction
De ning a \good" noncommutative notion of determinant is a very old problem that can be traced back to Cayley (cf Ca] ). There have been several attempts at this problem since the beginning of this century. However it is only very recently that I.M. Gelfand and V.S. Retakh made a major breakthrough by introducing the concept of quasi-determinant which generalizes within a totally noncommutative framework the classical concept of determinant (see GR1] , GR2]). Their main idea was to abandon the multiplicativity of commutative determinants and to focus on their properties with respect to inversion. It also happens that quasi-determinants are very closely related to the representation aspect of automata theory initiated by M.P. Sch utzenberger (cf BR], Sc] for instance). The presentation we give here is indeed highly in uenced by this point of view.
Quasi-determinants are de ned for generic matrices with entries in the free skew eld, allowing therefore to work with them in arbitrary skew elds. Gelfand and Retakh developed their theory in the two seminal papers GR1] and GR2] where they obtained a lot of noncommutative versions of classical results such as Cayley-Hamilton's theorem, Capelli's identity, Gauss' decomposition of a matrix, : : : They gave in particular noncommutative versions of several classical determinantal identities. They also showed that various noncommutative determinants { quantum determinants, Berezinians, Dieudonn e determinants { can be expressed as products of quasi-determinants (see also Section 3.2). It is therefore of major interest to investigate general identities satis ed by quasi-minors in order to deduce from them identities for these other types of determinants.
In this article, we focus our interest on relating more strongly quasi-determinants and quantum determinants. The recent development of quantum group theory has indeed led to the discovery of noncommutative analogues for the main concepts of multilinear algebra (cf Sk] , RTF], Ta], Dr] , HH] , PW] for instance). In this picture, quantum determinants play a major role. For example, the study of the quadratic identities satis ed by minors LR] , TT]). These identities are quantum analogues of the wellknown Pl ucker and Garnir relations and of the straightening formula of classical invariant theory. This raises the question of nding quantum analogues for other classical identities of degree > 2, like Sylvester's or Bazin's, which are of great use in many problems of commutative algebra. We present here such quantum identities as simple consequences of general noncommutative identities for quasi-determinants.
The article is organized as follows. Its rst part is devoted to recall several relations between quasi-minors of the generic matrix. More precisely, we review in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 the de nition and basic properties of quasi-determinants. We describe then in Section 2.3 noncommutative analogues of several classical theorems, including Cayley's law of complementaries, Muir's law of extensible minors, Sylvester's theorem, Bazin's theorem and Schweins' series. Finally, these results are applied in Section 3 to quantum determinants yielding quantum analogues of the same theorems.
2. Quasi-determinants 2.1. De nitions and notations Let k be a eld, let n be an integer and let A = fa ij ; 1 i; j n g be an alphabet of order n 2 . Let k 6 <A 6 > be the free skew eld constructed on k and generated by A (cf Co] for details). The matrix A = (a ij ) 1 i;j n is then called the generic matrix of order n. It is useful to associate with A the automaton A which is the graph whose transition matrix is A. In other words, A is the complete oriented graph constructed over f1;:::;ng where the edge relating i to j is labelled by a ij for every i; j 2 f1;:::;ng. EXAMPLE 2.1. | For n = 2, the automaton A is given below. One can now de ne the star of the matrix A as follows
The entries of A have a simple and well-known automata-theoretic interpretation (see BR] or Ei] for details). Indeed an easy induction on n shows that (A ) ij is the sum of all words labelling the paths that relate i to j in A. Using this property, one can obtain in particular the classical formula (see Co] Proof. | The use of appropriate permutation matrices reduces the proof to the case P = R and Q = S. Using substitutions, we can even reduce it to the case jPj = jQj = 1.
Then the above formula is just the image by ! of formula Finally, if the matrix D is obtained from A by adding to some row (resp. column) of A its k-th row (resp. column), then jDj pq = jAj pq for every p 6 = k (resp. q 6 = k).
Proof. | The two rst properties are easily proved by induction on n using relation (2:3). Let us now show the nal property for row addition for instance. Let D be obtained from A by adding its k-th row to its l-th row. Let then M = I n + E lk where E lk denotes the matrix whose unique non-zero entry is the lk-th entry which is equal to 1 Thus the identity to be checked may also be written
Let us now notice that one has (A ) Li = (A LL + A L;i P (A i P;i P ) A i P;L ) (A ) Li + (A Li + A L;i P (A i P;i P ) A i P;i ) : Indeed this relation just expresses that the set of the paths going from L to i in the automaton A whose transition matrix is A, can be decomposed in the two disjoint sets consisting respectively in the paths using an intermediate state belonging to L and in the paths using no such a state. Using now this last relation, we can rewrite relation (2:5) in the following equivalent way (A ) ii = (A ) iL (A Li + A L;i P (A i P;i P ) A i P;i ) + ((A i P;i P ) ) ii ; which expresses again an obvious decomposition of the set of paths going from i to i in A.
This ends therefore our proof. EXAMPLE 2.17. | Take n = 5, i = 3, j = 4, L = f1;2g, M = f1;3g, P = f4;5g and Q = f2;5g. Note also that Sylvester's theorem furnishes a recursive method for evaluating quasideterminants since it allows for instance to reduce the computation of a quasi-determinant of order n to the computation of a quasi-determinant of order n ? 1 composed of (n ? 1) 2 quasi-determinants of order 2. As one can easily check, this clearly leads to a cubic algorithm for computing quasi-determinants. NOTE 2.24. | We presented here Sylvester's theorem as a simple consequence of Theorem 2.20. This was not the method originally followed by Gelfand and Retakh in GR1]. In fact, Sylvester's theorem for quasi-determinants is just a rewriting of Proposition 2.2 and can therefore be directly obtained from it as the reader will easily check.
Bazin's theorem
Sylvester's theorem expresses a relation between (quasi-)minors of a square matrix. Bazin's theorem deals with maximal (quasi-)minors of a rectangular matrix. In fact, in both commutative and noncommutative cases, these theorems are equivalent and each one may be deduced from the other by specialization to a suitable matrix.
We introduce some notations. Let A be a matrix of order n 2n. Then, for every subset P of cardinality n of f1;:::;2ng, we denote by A P the square submatrix of A whose columns are indexed by P. In the sequel, we also index all quasi-minors of order P Q of a matrix by their relative indices in P Q. We can now state Bazin's theorem for quasi-determinants. THEOREME 2.25. | Let A be the generic matrix of order n 2n and let m be an integer in f1;:::;ng. For 1 i; j n, we set b ij = jA fj;n+1;:::;n+i?1;n+i+1;:::;2ng j mj and form the matrix B = (b ij ) 1 i;j n . Then we have jBj kl = jA fn+1;:::;2ng j m;n+k jA f1;:::;l?1;l+1;:::;n;n+kg j ?1 m;n+k jA f1;:::;ng j ml for every integers k; l in f1;:::;ng. where I n and 0 n denote respectively the unit and zero matrix of order n. Applying Sylvester's theorem to this matrix with C f1;:::;ng;fn+1;:::;2ng as pivot, we now get jCj n+k;l = A j A fn+1;:::;2ng 0 u n+i 1 i;j n kl where u i denotes for every integer i the row vector whose only non-zero entry is the i-th entry equal to 1. Developping on the last row every quasi-determinant involved in the above identity and using then Proposition 2.11, we easily obtain jCj n+k;l = ?jA fn+1;:::;2ng j ?1 m;n+k jBj kl (2:6) :
On the other hand, it easily follows from Propositions 2. for quasi-determinants of order 3. Schweins' series for order 3 results from two applications of this lemma. The general case is similar.
As noted by Turnbull, interesting corollaries are obtained by specialization to a particular matrix some columns of which are columns of the unit matrix. Let us mention the following, which for convenience is stated for order 3 and 4 only. The last result is exactly the analogue for quasi-determinants of the commutative example given above. However, it looks more natural this way.
Quantum determinants
In this section we derive from the previous theorems on quasi-determinants the corresponding identities for quantum determinants.
De nitions and notations
We rst review the de nitions of quantum matrices and determinants. The reader is referred to RTF], Ta] or Ma] for further details. Consider the coordinate ring of the manifold of quantum rectangular m n matrices. It is the polynomial C q; q ?1 ]-algebra generated by mn symbols a ij subject to the following relations a ik a il = q ?1 a il a ik for k < l; a ik a jk = q ?1 a jk a ik for i < j; a il a jk = a jk a il for i < j; k < l; a ik a jl ? a jl a ik = (q ?1 ?q)a il a jk for i < j; k < l :
In such a situation, we say that A = (a ij ) is a quantum m n matrix. Note that the transpose of a quantum m n matrix is a quantum n m matrix. Let P = fi 1 ; : : : ; i k g and Q = fj 1 ; : : :; j k g be two subsets of f1;:::;mg and f1;:::;ng of same cardinality k. where S k is the symmetric group on f1;:::;kg and`( ) denotes the length of the permutation . In particular, for m = n = k, one obtains the quantum determinant det q A of the quantum square matrix A = (a ij ). The following theorem summarizes some basic and well-known properties of quantum matrices and quantum determinants. THEOREM 3.1. | (i) Let A = (a ij ) 1 i;j n be a square n n quantum matrix. Let us then set S(A) = ( ij ) 1 i;j n where ij = (?q) j?i det q (A ji ) denotes for every 1 i; j n the quantum cofactor of a ij . Then, one has A S(A) = S(A) A = det q A : I n (3:1) : Moreover the matrix S(A) is also a quantum matrix for the parameter q ?1 .
(ii) Let A = (a ij ) 1 i;j n be a square n n quantum matrix. The quantum determinant det q A commutes with each generator a ij .
We refer the reader to Me] for a q-analogue of Binet-Cauchy formula, which generalizes the multiplication formula for quantum determinants. Note that (i) amounts to the expansion of det q A by one of its rows or columns. More generally there exists also a q-analogue of Laplace expansion for quantum determinants. Identity (3:1) also shows that by adjoining to the symbols a ij the new symbol t submitted to the relations t det q A = det q A t = 1 ; the matrix A becomes invertible in the C q; q ?1 ]-algebra generated by t and the a ij . This algebra is therefore called the ring of coordinates of the quantum linear group. The matrix A ?1 = tS(A) is called the inverse of the quantum matrix A. It is also a quantum matrix for the parameter q ?1 .
Quantum determinants and quasi-determinants
We shall now consider the connection between quantum determinants and quasideterminants. As recalled in section 2.1, quasi-determinants are noncommutative analogues of the ratio of a determinant to one of its principal minors. Thus if the entries a ij of a matrix A belong to a commutative eld, one has the following expression of det A The following theorem provides an analogue of this formula for quantum determinants. and the quasi-minors in the right-hand side commute all together.
Proof. | By Proposition 2.7, the quasi-determinants of the quantum n n matrix A are the inverses of the entries of A ?1 = (det q A) ?1 S(A). Hence we have det q A = (?q) i?j jAj ij det q A ij = (?q) i?j det q A ij jAj ij (3:3) : Using an induction on n, relation (3:2) immediately follows. Let us now prove that the quasi-determinants involved in (3:2) commute all together. For simplicity, we only argue here in the case i 1 = j 1 = 1; : : : ; i n = j n = n. Using an induction on n, we can reduce the problem to prove that jAj 11 commutes with jA 11 j 22 ; : : : ; a nn . Using relation (3:3), it su ces to show that jAj 11 commutes for every 1 i n ? 1 with det q A f1;:::;ig;f1;:::;ig . But relation (3:3) and Theorem 3.1 (ii) show that this is equivalent to ask that det q A 11 commutes with det q A f1;:::;ig;f1;:::;ig for every 1 i n and this last property is true according to Theorem 3.1 (ii) applied to A Recall that Jacobi's theorem states that each minor of the inverse matrix A ?1 is equal, up to a sign factor, to the ratio of the corresponding complementary minor of the transpose of A to det A. For quantum determinants, we have the following quantum analogue. THEOREM 3.4. | Let A be a quantum n n matrix, let P = fi 1 < : : : < i k g; Q = fj 1 < : : : < j k g, P = fi k+1 < : : : < i n g and Q = fj k+1 < : : : < j n g, let = i 1 : : :i n and = j 1 : : : j n and let det q ?1A ?1 P;Q be one of the quantum minors of its inverse A ?1 . We have det q ?1 A ?1 P;Q = (?q)`( )?`( ) det q A Q;P (det q A) ?1 :
Proof. | It su ces to express det q ?1A ?1 P;Q as a product of quasi-determinants by means of Theorem 3.2 and to apply to each quasi-determinant Jacobi's Theorem 2.16. Then, using Theorem 3.2 a second time, we get our result. For quantum determinants, we obtain the following analogue of Cayley's law of complementaries (see also Section 2.3.2). THEOREM 3.6. | Let I be a polynomial identity with coe cients in C q; q ?1 ] between quantum minors of the quantum n n matrix A. If every minor det q A P;Q involved in I is replaced by its complement det q A P;Q multiplied by (det q A) ?1 and if, in addition, the substitution q ! q ?1 is made in the coe cients of I, there results a new identity I C .
Proof. | Let us apply identity I to the transpose of the matrix A ?1 , which is a q ?1 -quantum matrix. Identity I C is then obtained by means of Theorem 3.4. EXAMPLE 3.7. | Take n = 4 and consider the following identity (see Proposition 3. THEOREM 3.8. | Let A be a (n + p) (n + p) quantum matrix, let B be the n n quantum matrix A P;Q where P; Q are subsets of f1;:::;n + pg of cardinality n and let I be a polynomial identity with coe cients in C q; q ?1 ] between quantum minors of B. When every quantum minor det q B L;M involved in I is replaced by its extension det q A L P;M Q (multiplied by a suitable power of the pivot det q A P;Q if the identity is not homogeneous), a new identity I E is obtained, which is called an extensional of I. EXAMPLE 3.9. | Take n = 2; p = 2; P = f2;4g; Q = f2;3g and consider the identity Proof. | B is a quantum matrix in view of Muir's law. Indeed the commutation relations for the b ij are nothing but the commutation relations for the a ij extended by the pivot det q A P;Q (see Example 3.9). Now, applying Muir's law to the complete expansion of the quantum minor A P;Q yields Sylvester's theorem, the term (det q A P;Q ) n?k?1 in the right-hand side being an homogeneity factor. EXAMPLE 3.11. | Let n = 3; k = 1; P = Q = f3g. Sylvester In the commutative and noncommutative cases, Bazin's theorem may be obtained by applying Sylvester's theorem to a special matrix some rows of which are rows of the unit matrix. However this method can no longer be used for quantum determinants, since the unit matrix is not a quantum matrix. We shall therefore go back to quasi-determinants and deduce the quantum analogue of Bazin's theorem from its noncommutative version (Theorem 2.25). The proof requires several lemmas of independent interest, describing commutation relations obeyed by certain minors of a quantum matrix.
Let A = (b ij ) 1 i;j n be a non-necessarily quantum square matrix of order n with entries in C q; q ?1 ](a ij ). We then denote
If A a quantum matrix, this expression is just the quantum determinant of A. Note also that there exists an expansion of jAj q along the last row, but not in general along the other rows, given as in the usual quantum case by jAj q = n X j=1 (?q) j?n jA n;j jb nj :
We may now give two lemmas, required in the proof of Bazin's quantum theorem.
LEMMA 3.13. | Let A = (a ij ) 1 i;j n be a n n quantum matrix and let A(k) denote the matrix obtained from A by replacing by 0 all entries a nj with j k. We have then the following expansion of jA(k)j q jA(k)j q = X j<k (?q) j?n+1 jA n?1;j (k)j q a n?1;j + X j k (?q) j?n?1 jA n?1;j j q a n?1;j :
Proof. | Expand rst jA(k)j q along the last row. Expand again along the last row all the quantum determinants that appear in this expansion. Using quantum relations, grouping terms according to powers of q and applying Theorem 3.1 (i) allows then easily to get our lemma. LEMMA 3.14. | Let A = (a ij ) 1 i;j n+1 be a (n+1) (n+1) quantum matrix. Then, using the notations of Lemma 3.13, one has det q A n+1;j a n+1;j ? a n+1;j det q A n+1;j = (q ?1 ?q)(?q) n+2?j jA(j)j q :
Proof. | Expand det q A n+1;j along the last row. Applying the basic quantum relations to this expansion, we can then obtain the desired relation by means of an induction and of Lemma 3.13.
From now on, A = (a ij ) denotes a quantum n m matrix with n < m. The quantum maximal minor formed on the columns j 1 < : : : < j n is written for short j 1 ; : : : ; j n ] q . PROPOSITION 3.15. | Consider an increasing sequence of integers 1 j 1 < : : : < j n < k m. For every i, we have the following commutation relation j 1 : : : j n ] q a ik = q ?1 a ik j 1 : : :j n ] q :
Proof. | For simplicity, we may suppose that j 1 = 1; : : :; j n = n and k = n + 1. Set then B = 1; : : :; n]. Expand det q B along the last row and apply the quantum relations to the expansion of the product (det q B) a n+1;j obtained in this way. Using an induction, Lemma 3.14 and Theorem 3.1, one can prove that THEOREM 3.18. | Let J = fj 1 < : : : < j n g and K = fk 1 < : : : < k n g be two subsets of f1;:::mg such that j n < k 1 . Then the matrix B n = (b st ) 1 s;t n de ned by b st = j t ; (K n k s )] q for 1 s; t n ; is a quantum n n matrix and we have det q B n = q ( n 2 ) j 1 : : :j n ] q k 1 : : : k n ] n?1 q : Proof. | The proof is by induction on n 2. For n = 2, one can check by means of Pl ucker relations for quantum determinants (described for example in TT]) that B 2 = j 1 k 2 ] q j 2 k 2 ] q j 1 k 1 ] q j 2 k 1 ] q is a quantum matrix, with quantum determinant det q B 2 = q j 1 j 2 ] q k 1 k 2 ] q . Using Theorem 3.8, it follows that every 2 2 submatrix of B n is a quantum matrix, and therefore that B n is itself a quantum n n matrix for every n 2. Assume now that det q B n?1 = q ( n?1 det q B n = jB n j nn det q B nn n : Now Muir's law and the induction hypothesis show that det q B nn n = q ( n?1 2 ) j 1 j 2 : : : j n?1 k n ] q k 1 k 2 : : :k n ] n?2 q :
On the other hand, expanding all entries of jB n j nn according to Theorem 3.2, using then Proposition 2.6 and applying nally Bazin's theorem for quasi-determinants, one obtains jB n j nn = k 1 : : : k n ] q j 1 j 2 : : :j n?1 k n ] ?1 q j 1 : : :j n ] q :
The required result follows now from Muir's law, which shows that j 1 : : : j n ] q j 1 j 2 : : : j n?1 k n ] q = q ?1 j 1 j 2 : : : j n?1 k n ] q j 1 : : : j n ] q ; and from Proposition 3.13. EXAMPLE 3.19. | Take n = 3, J = f1;2;3g and K = f4;5;6g. 
Conclusion
We have investigated some noncommutative analogues of classical determinantal identities. Our strategy was to study rst the most general case, that is, the case of the generic matrix over the free skew eld. In this situation the quasi-determinants of Gel'fand and Retakh satisfy many formulas similar to the commutative case : Sylvester's theorem, Jacobi's ratio theorem GR1], Cayley's law of complementaries, Muir's law of extensible minors, Bazin's theorem, Schweins' series.
Then, considering the case of the quantum group A q (GL(n)) and using the expression of its quantum determinant in terms of quasi-determinants GR1], we derived some quantum analogues of the same theorems. We mention that the same approach applies also to the quantum determinants of the Yangians Y (gl n ) and Y q (gl n ). This will be developped in a forthcoming paper.
